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Extract

Like many other Russian women writers, Marina T svetaeva did not merely include women's
language and physical experience in her poetry; they were central to her concern with
poetry and poetic creation. T hese elements of her work have in recent years evoked an
interest from women readers and feminist scholars of Russian literature which is reflected in
the number of studies devoted to aspects of her work. Antonina Gove discusses the
presence and chronological development of female roles in T svetaeva's poetry; Anya Kroth
illustrates the importance of gender and specifically androgyny in T svetaeva's construction
of a dichotomous world-view. Barbara Heldt's landmark study of women in Russian literature,
Terrible Perfection, devotes several pages to T svetaeva as an autobiographer and a woman
poet liberated from the “split selves” of her predecessors.
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Librarians

 The resulting permanence of the speaker's  dilemma makes the poem an analogy of
the poet's  uncomfortable position in earthly life.

 Reference to Judgment ties  this  poem to Tsvetaeva's  1932 prose work, “Iskusstvo pri
svete sovesti,” where she claims that at the Last Judgment, if there is  one, she will be
cleared (Izbrannaia proza, I: 406). The essay addresses the same problems raised in this
poem.

 Stikhotvoreniia i poemy, I: 199.

 Ibid., 209.

 The combination of linear and cyclical elements in the poem recalls  the divis ion of
poets in Tsvetaeva's  later essay “Poets with History and Poets without History” (1933), an
article which does not explicitly address the writer's  own possession or lack of “a
history.” Sochineniia v dvukh tomakh (Moskva: Khudozhestvennaia literature, 1984), II: 394-
424 .

 The best-known examples are “la—stranitsa tvoemu peru” (Stikhotvoreniia i poemy, II:
226, dated July 1918) and “Est’ nekii chas—kak sbroshennaia klazha” (ibid., II: 96, dated
April 1921).

 This  matrioshka-like structure recalls  Tsvetaeva's  vis ion of a terraced paradise and
divinity in her 1927  poem “Novogodnee” (ibid., IV: 276-77).

 Ibid., Ill: 67 .

 The urge to escape from present reality is  elegantly described in leva Vitins’ article,
“Escape from Earth: A Study of Tsvetaeva's  Elsewheres,” Slavic Review 36 (1977): 644-57 .

 As Barbara Heldt says (in “Men Who Give Birth: A Feminist Perspective on Russian
Literature,” Discontinuous Discourses in Modern Russian Literature, ed. C. Kelly et al. [New
York: St. Martin's  Press, 1989], 162-64), death in childbirth in 19th and early 20th century
Russia was more than a convenient way of disposing of a literary heroine. Given
Tsvetaeva's  own family mythology, death in childbirth is  the extreme case of a child
abandoned by her mother.
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